RECOMMENDATIONS
APPOINTMENTS AND PROMOTIONS
for the period from October 3, to October 31, 1986.

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Standing Faculty

Acceptances

The appointment of Dr. Harold L. Cole as Assistant Professor of Economics in the Standing Faculty for four years effective July 1, 1986 (full salary; tenure probationary period begins July 1, 1986). The mandatory tenure review is academic year 1991-92.

The appointment contingent on appropriate visa of Dr. Mario Pascoa as Assistant Professor of Economics in the Standing Faculty for four years effective July 1, 1986 (full salary; tenure probationary period begins July 1, 1986). The mandatory tenure review is academic year 1991-92.

The appointment of Dr. Peter A. Swenson as Assistant Professor of Political Science in the Standing Faculty for four years effective July 1, 1986 (full salary; tenure probationary period begins July 1, 1986). The mandatory tenure review is academic year 1991-92.

Promotion

The promotion of Dr. Susan C. Watkins to Associate Professor of Sociology in the Standing Faculty effective July 1, 1987 (full salary, with tenure).

Leaves of Absence

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Jere R. Behrman, the William R. Kenan, Jr. Professor of Economics in the Standing Faculty, for the academic year 1987-88 with up to one-half salary; appropriate benefits continued.

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Ernest Bender, Professor of Oriental Studies in the Standing Faculty, for the spring term 1988 with up to full salary; full benefits continued.

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Richard S. Dunn, the Roy F. and Jeanette P. Nichols Professor of American History in the Standing Faculty, for the academic year 1987-88 with up to one-half salary to be negotiated with the Dean; appropriate benefits continued.

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. A. John Graham, Allen Memorial Professor of Greek in the Department of Classical Studies in the Standing Faculty, for the spring term 1988 with up to full salary; full benefits continued.

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Edwin Mansfield, Professor of Economics in the Standing Faculty, for the spring term 1988 with up to full salary; full benefits continued.

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Herbert S. Wilf, Professor of Mathematics in the Standing Faculty, for the academic year 1987-88 with up to one-half salary; appropriate benefits continued.

For the Record

The designation of Dr. Stephen G. Nichols, Professor of Romance Languages in the Standing Faculty, as the Edmund J. Kahn Professor effective November 1, 1986.

Resignation

The resignation of Dr. William A. Zajc, Assistant Professor of Physics in the Standing Faculty, effective October 31, 1986.
Associated Faculty

Miscellaneous Change

The appointment offer approved for Dr. Robert J. Sibner as Visiting Professor of Mathematics in the Associated Faculty for the fall term 1986 with up to full salary and health and life insurance benefits is changed to the academic year 1986-87 (with up to one-half salary with health and life insurance benefits; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Standing Faculty

Secondary Appointment

The continuation of a secondary appointment as Professor of Surgery in the Department of Periodontics in the School of Dental Medicine for Dr. Colin E. Harvey, Professor of Surgery in Clinical Studies (Philadelphia) in the Standing Faculty of the School of Veterinary Medicine, for three years effective July 1, 1986 without voting rights. The primary appointment is in the School of Veterinary Medicine.

Resignation

The resignation of Dr. Solly Rosenberg, Assistant Professor of Form and Function of the Masticatory System in the Standing Faculty of the School of Dental Medicine, effective June 30, 1987.

Associated Faculty

Reappointments

The reappointment of Dr. Sheldon M. Bernick as Clinical Assistant Professor of Pedodontics in the Associated Faculty of the School of Dental Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (partial salary to be negotiated with the Dean; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Eugene Best as Adjunct Assistant Professor of Form and Function of the Masticatory System in the Associated Faculty of the School of Dental Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (partial salary to be negotiated with the Dean; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment). A six year appointment in the Standing Faculty (July 1, 1977 to June 30, 1983) was in ten-year clinical probationary status.

The reappointment of Dr. Wesley E. Bramnick as Clinical Assistant Professor of Endodontics in the Associated Faculty of the School of Dental Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (partial salary to be negotiated with the Dean; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Daniel P. Casullo as Clinical Associate Professor of Form and Function of the Masticatory System in the Associated Faculty of the School of Dental Medicine for three years retroactive to July 1, 1984 (partial salary to be negotiated with the Dean; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. James L. Dannenberg as Clinical Professor of Pedodontics in the Associated Faculty of the School of Dental Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (partial salary to be negotiated with the Dean; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Harvey L. Levitt as Clinical Assistant Professor of Periodontics in the Associated Faculty of the School of Dental Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (partial salary to be negotiated with the Dean; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).
The reappointment of Dr. David Loomar as Clinical Assistant Professor of Restorative Dentistry in the Associated Faculty of the School of Dental Medicine for three years retroactive to July 1, 1985 (partial salary to be negotiated with the Dean; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Harold Shpeen as Clinical Assistant Professor of Restorative Dentistry in the Associated Faculty of the School of Dental Medicine for three years retroactive to July 1, 1985 (partial salary to be negotiated with the Dean; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Stephen E. Shpeen as Clinical Assistant Professor of Endodontics in the Associated Faculty of the School of Dental Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (partial salary to be negotiated with the Dean; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Bruce Singer as Clinical Assistant Professor of Restorative Dentistry in the Associated Faculty of the School of Dental Medicine for three years retroactive to July 1, 1985 (partial salary to be negotiated with the Dean; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Ford M. Sophocles as Clinical Assistant Professor of Form and Function of the Masticatory Systems in the Associated Faculty of the School of Dental Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (partial salary to be negotiated with the Dean; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Orhan C. Tuncay as Visiting Professor of Biochemistry in the Associated Faculty of the School of Dental Medicine for the period from July 1, 1986 to October 31, 1987 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Howard Zucker as Clinical Assistant Professor of Form and Function of the Masticatory System in the Associated Faculty of the School of Dental Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (partial salary to be negotiated with the Dean; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

Resignation

The resignation of Dr. Carol Christensen, Research Assistant Professor of Physiology and Pharmacology in the Associated Faculty of the School of Dental Medicine effective August 31, 1986.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Standing Faculty

Secondary Appointments

The secondary appointment of Dr. William F. Hamilton, Ralph Landau Professor of Management and Technology in the Standing Faculty of the Wharton School, as Professor of Systems in the School of Engineering and Applied Science for three years effective September 1, 1986 with voting rights.

The secondary appointment of Dr. Patrick T. Harker, Assistant Professor of Decision Sciences in the Standing Faculty, as Assistant Professor of Systems in the School of Engineering and Applied Science for the period from September 1, 1986 to June 30, 1987 with voting rights. The primary appointment is in the Wharton School.

The secondary appointment of Dr. William P. Pierskalla, Professor of Health Care Systems in the Standing Faculty, as Professor of Systems in the School of Engineering and Applied Science for three years effective September 1, 1986 with voting rights. The primary appointment is in the Wharton School.

Miscellaneous Changes

SECRETARY
A change in title in the secondary appointment of Mr. Ezra S. Krendel, Professor of Statistics and Operations Research in the Standing Faculty, from Professor of Systems Engineering to Professor of Systems in the School of Engineering and Applied Science effective September 1, 1986. The primary appointment is in the Wharton School.

A scholarly leave of absence for the academic year 1986-87 with up to one-half salary approved for Dr. John W. Carr, III, Professor of Computer and Information Science in the Standing Faculty, is changed to a leave of absence for employment elsewhere without salary, appropriate benefits continued.

Resignations

The resignation of Dr. Samuel M. Goldwasser, Assistant Professor of Computer and Information Science in the Standing Faculty, effective August 31, 1986.

The resignation of Dr. Joy M. Pauschke, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering in the Standing Faculty, effective October 16, 1986.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Standing Faculty

Leave of Absence

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Nessa Wolfson, Associate Professor of Education in the Standing Faculty, for the spring term 1987 with up to full salary; full benefits continued.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Standing Faculty

Leave of Absence

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Stephen L. Feldman, Associate Professor of Public Policy in City and Regional Planning in the Standing Faculty, for the fall term 1987 with up to full salary; full benefits continued.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Standing Faculty

Acceptance

The appointment of Dr. Julio M. Fernandez as Assistant Professor of Physiology in the Standing Faculty of the School of Medicine for the period from April 1, 1986 to June 30, 1989 (full salary; tenure probationary period began July 1, 1986). The mandatory tenure review is academic year 1991-92.

Promotions

The promotion of Dr. Jay D. Amsterdam to Associate Professor of Psychiatry at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania in the Standing Faculty--Clinician-Educator--of the School of Medicine effective July 1, 1986 (full salary; non-tenure; continuation of appointment subject to the stipulations given in Guidelines for Appointments and Promotions, January 8, 1985 or as amended).

The promotion of Dr. Marc P. Banner to Professor of Radiology at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania in the Standing Faculty--Clinician-Educator--of the School of Medicine effective July 1, 1986 (full salary; non-tenure; continuation of appointment subject to the stipulations given in Guidelines for Appointments and Promotions, January 8, 1985 or as amended). Promotion in a secondary appointment to Professor of Radiology in Surgery for three years effective July 1, 1986 without voting rights.
The promotion of and change in tenure status for Dr. Howard McC. Snyder, III from Assistant Professor (in tenure probation) to Associate Professor of Urology in Surgery at Children's Hospital of Philadelphia in the Standing Faculty--Clinician-Educator--of the School of Medicine effective July 1, 1986 (full salary; non-tenure; continuation of appointment subject to the stipulations given in Guidelines for Appointments and Promotions, January 8, 1985 or as amended).

Reappointments

The reappointment of Dr. Stephen Baumgart as Assistant Professor of Pediatrics at Children's Hospital of Philadelphia in the Standing Faculty--Clinician-Educator--of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (full salary; appointment subject to the stipulations given in Guidelines for Appointments and Promotions, January 8, 1985 or as amended). This appointment carries a ten-year, non-tenure probationary period which commenced July 1, 1980. The clinician-educator review date is academic year 1988-89.

The reappointment of and change in title and tenure status for Dr. Randall D. Cebul from Assistant Professor (in tenure probation) to Assistant Professor of Medicine at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania in the Standing Faculty--Clinician-Educator--of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (full salary; tenure probationary period began July 1, 1982). The tenure probationary period is extended by two years (July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1989). The new mandatory tenure review is academic year 1987-88.

The reappointment of Dr. Charles C. Clark as Associate Professor of Research in Orthopaedic Surgery in the Standing Faculty of the School of Medicine for four years effective July 1, 1986 (full salary; tenure probationary period began July 1, 1982). The tenure probationary period began July 1, 1983 with a ten-year clinical probationary period). The mandatory tenure review is academic year 1987-88.

Miscellaneous Change

A change in title and faculty status for Dr. Martin D. Meglasson from Research Assistant Professor in the Associated Faculty to Assistant Professor of Pharmacology in the Standing Faculty of the School of Medicine for two years effective July 1, 1987 (full salary; tenure probationary period began July 1, 1984 in order to include the two-year period [July 1, 1984 to June 30, 1986] spent as Research Assistant Professor). The mandatory tenure review is academic year 1989-90.

Leaves of Absence

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Balu H. Athreya, Associate Professor of Pediatrics at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia in the Standing Faculty--Clinician-Educator--of the School of Medicine, for the period from January 1, 1987 to June 30, 1987 with up to full salary; full benefits continued.

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. John S. Brooks, Associate Professor of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania in the Standing Faculty--Clinician-Educator-- of the School of Medicine, for the period from July 1, 1987 to December 31, 1987 with up to full salary; full benefits continued.

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Erwin R. Schmidt, Jr., Associate Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery in the Standing Faculty of the School of Medicine, for the period from January 1, 1987 to June 30, 1987 with up to full salary; full benefits continued.
A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Eliot Stellar, University Professor of Physiological Psychology in Anatomy in the Standing Faculty of the School of Medicine, for the period from January 1, 1987 to June 30, 1987 with up to full salary; appropriate benefits continued.

Secondary Appointments

The continuation of a secondary appointment as Assistant Professor of Bioengineering in Medicine for Dr. Daniel K. Bogen, Assistant Professor of Bioengineering in the Standing Faculty, for two years effective July 1, 1986 with voting rights. The primary appointment is in the School of Engineering and Applied Science.

The continuation of a secondary appointment as Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery in Surgery for Dr. F. William Bora, Jr., Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania in the Standing Faculty--Clinician-Educator--of the School of Medicine, for three years effective July 1, 1986 without voting rights.

The continuation of a secondary appointment as Associate Professor of Medicine at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania for Dr. Ralph T. Geer, Associate Professor of Anesthesia at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania in the Standing Faculty--Clinician-Educator--of the School of Medicine, for three years effective July 1, 1986 with voting rights.

The continuation of a secondary appointment as Associate Professor of Medicine in Surgery for Dr. Robert A. Grossman, Associate Professor of Medicine at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania in the Standing Faculty--Clinician-Educator--of the School of Medicine, for three years effective July 1, 1986 without voting rights.

The continuation of a secondary appointment as Associate Professor of Psychology in Neurology for Dr. Ruben C. Gur, Associate Professor of Psychology in Psychiatry at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania in the Standing Faculty--Clinician-Educator--of the School of Medicine, for three years effective July 1, 1986 without voting rights.

The continuation of a secondary appointment as Professor of Biochemistry in Surgery in the School of Medicine for Dr. David Kritchevsky, Wistar Professor of Biochemistry in the Department of Animal Biology in the Standing Faculty of the School of Veterinary Medicine, for three years effective July 1, 1986 without voting rights. The primary appointment is in the School of Veterinary Medicine.

The continuation of a secondary appointment as Professor of Physiology in Medicine for Dr. Martin Morad, Professor of Physiology in the Standing Faculty of the School of Medicine, for three years effective July 1, 1986 with voting rights.

The continuation of a secondary appointment as Associate Professor of Radiologic Physics in Neurology for Dr. Gerd Muehllehner, Associate Professor of Radiologic Physics in Radiology in the Standing Faculty of the School of Medicine, for three years effective July 1, 1986 without voting rights.

The secondary appointment of Dr. Martin B. Wax, Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology in the Standing Faculty of the School of Medicine, as Assistant Professor of Pharmacology for two years effective July 1, 1986 without voting rights.

The continuation of a secondary appointment as Professor of Medicine in Neurology for Dr. Burton Zweiman, Professor of Medicine in the Standing Faculty of the School of Medicine, for three years effective July 1, 1987 without voting rights.

Resignation

The resignation of Dr. Janet N. Siler, Assistant Professor of Anesthesia at Pennsylvania Hospital in the Standing Faculty--Clinician-Educator--of the School of Medicine effective October 11, 1986.
Associated Faculty

Acceptance

The appointment of Dr. Yair Censor as Visiting Associate Professor of Radiology in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for one year effective July 1, 1986 (full salary with health and life insurance coverage; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

Promotions

The promotion of Dr. Peter B. Bloom to Clinical Associate Professor of Psychiatry in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The promotion of Dr. Warren G. Case, Jr. to Clinical Associate Professor of Psychiatry in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (partial salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The promotion of Dr. F. Arthur McMorris to Wistar Institute Associate Professor of Neurology in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for the period from January 1, 1985 to June 30, 1988 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The promotion of Dr. Eliot H. Nierman to Clinical Associate Professor of Medicine in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The promotion of Dr. Maurice A. Thew to Clinical Associate Professor of Dermatology in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

Reappointments

The reappointment of Dr. Gary C. Canner as Clinical Assistant Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Howard S. Caplan as Clinical Assistant Professor of Surgery in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Miriam B. Dahlke as Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. David Flinker as Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years retroactive to July 1, 1985 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Roy N. Gay as Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Robert M. Glazer as Clinical Associate Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery and Clinical Associate Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (with a change in salary status from partial salary to without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).
The reappointment of Dr. M. Jay Goodkind as Clinical Associate Professor of Medicine in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Soo Sung Han as Clinical Assistant Professor of Radiology in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Walter C. Klingensmith as Clinical Associate Professor of Medicine in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Terrence R. Malloy as Clinical Professor of Urology in the Department of Surgery in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Norman H. Marcus as Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Peter R. McCombs as Clinical Assistant Professor of Surgery in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Ana P. McKee as Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Donald W. Nibbelink as Adjunct Associate Professor of Neurology in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1987 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. George H. Niedermayer as Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. R. Barrett Noone as Clinical Associate Professor of Surgery in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. David S. Roby as Clinical Assistant Professor of Neurology in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1987 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Norman J. Schatz as Clinical Professor of Neurology and Ophthalmology in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1987 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Edward M. Sewell as Adjunct Associate Professor of Pediatrics in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. John W. Thomas, Jr. as Clinical Associate Professor of Surgery in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).
The reappointment of Dr. Alan S. Weinstein as Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years retroactive to July 1, 1985 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

The reappointment of Dr. Scott H. Wright as Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for three years effective July 1, 1986 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

Leave of Absence

A leave of absence for employment elsewhere for Dr. Sushma S. Trivedi, Research Assistant Professor of Radiology in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine, for the period from November 1, 1986 to March 15, 1987 without salary, any benefits continued are without University contribution.

Miscellaneous Changes

Change in salary status for Dr. Loretta J. Giuffra, Clinical Assistant Professor of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine from September 15, 1986 to June 30, 1988 from without salary to full salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

Change in title, salary and academic status for Dr. Susan E. Metter from Assistant Professor of Anesthesia in the Standing Faculty (full salary; in tenure probation) to Clinical Assistant Professor of Anesthesia in the Associated Faculty of the School of Medicine for the period from September 1, 1986 to June 30, 1988 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment). One year (July 1, 1985 to June 30, 1986) was in tenure probation.

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Associated Faculty

Miscellaneous Change

The appointment of Dr. Joanne Gillis-Donovan as Clinical Assistant Professor in the Associated Faculty of the School of Nursing for the period from September 1, 1986 to June 30, 1989 at the time of her resignation from the Standing Faculty (partial salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

Standing Faculty

Leave of Absence

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Lionel F. Rubin, Professor of Ophthalmology in Clinical Studies (Philadelphia) in the Standing Faculty of the School of Veterinary Medicine, for the period from September 27, 1986 to September 26, 1987 with up to one-half salary; appropriate benefits continued.

Miscellaneous Change

A change in title in the appointment of Dr. Steven J. Fluharty from Assistant Professor of Anatomy in Animal Biology to Assistant Professor of Pharmacology and Toxicology in Animal Biology in the Standing Faculty of the School of Veterinary Medicine effective January 1, 1986.

Resignations

The resignation of Dr. Carl E. Kirkpatrick, Assistant Professor of Parasitology in the Department of Pathobiology in the Standing Faculty of the School of Veterinary Medicine, effective September 30, 1986.
The resignation of Dr. Debra Deem Morris, Assistant Professor of Medicine in the Department of Clinical Studies (New Bolton Center) in the Standing Faculty of the School of Veterinary Medicine, effective September 30, 1986.

Associated Faculty

Reappointment

The reappointment of Dr. Thomas E. Eurell as Adjunct Assistant Professor of Clinical Immunology in Clinical Studies (Philadelphia) in the Associated Faculty of the School of Veterinary Medicine for one year retroactive to July 1, 1985 (without salary; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).

WHARTON SCHOOL

Standing Faculty

Appointment

The appointment of Dr. Gordon Walker as Associate Professor of Management in the Standing Faculty for five years effective July 1, 1986 (full salary; tenure probationary period begins July 1, 1986). The mandatory tenure review is academic year 1989-90.

Reappointment

The reappointment of Dr. Prem Jain as Assistant Professor of Accounting in the Standing Faculty for three years effective July 1, 1987 (full salary; tenure probationary period began July 1, 1984). The mandatory tenure review is academic year 1989-90.

For the Record

The designation of Dr. William P. Pierskalla, Professor of Health Care Systems in the Standing Faculty, as the Ronald A. Rosenfeld Professor effective November 1, 1986.

Associated Faculty

Reappointment

The reappointment of Dr. Bernard Dumas as Visiting Professor of Finance in the Associated Faculty for one year effective July 1, 1986 (full salary with full benefits; not in tenure probationary status in this appointment).